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Introduction
Khalid Saad Trading (KST) is a group of

KST endeavors to provide the best quality

companies operating in the Kingdom of

products at the most competitive prices at

Saudi Arabia and the Kingdom of Bahrain.

prompt time delivery to provide ultimate

KST Group has been established in the

customer satisfaction. With the help of

Eastern Region of Saudi Arabia since 2005.

qualified

KST is a diversified business group its

combined with the quality of products

activities

trading,

offered, we have supplied all over the GCC.

construction (Khalid Saad Trading W.L.L &

Some of our major customers include

Khalid Saad Contracting), retailing (Dress

government

Mark Company W.L.L), travel & tourism (Air

manufacturing plants, ship repair yards &

Wish Tours And Travels, and technology

dredging and contracting companies.

include

general

and

professional

sectors,

teams,

industries,

and

(KABSO Software Provider W.L.L).
KST supplies a comprehensive range of
Khalid Saad Trading W.L.L is a part of the

high-performance products and systems

KST Group and one of the top building

for many applications to meet fire, heat,

constructions

moisture,

and

finishing

materials

acoustic,

requirements

since

industry segments. Our in-house stock

During

this

period

the

more

than

all

thermal

distributors in the Kingdom of Bahrain
2011.

across

and

2,000

construction

company has grown into one of the leading

covers

products

in

business establishments in the Kingdom of

different categories like gypsum boards,

Bahrain and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

cement boards, joint compound & gypsum
powder, grid ceiling suspension systems,

Our facilities include the main head office

screws, insulations, and flooring tiles from

in the Kingdom of Bahrain with large

manufacturers all around the world.

warehousing facilities in the Kingdom of
Bahrain, Riyadh, Dammam, Al Ahsa, and

We are proud to be the only local supplier

Khamis Mushait.

in the Kingdom of Bahrain of the Saudi
famous gypsum board brand Mada.
KST is the distributor for the following
manufacturers:
Mada Gypsum Company.
United Mining Industries.
USG-Boral Middle East.
Saudi Rockwool Factory Company.
KIMMCO-ISOVER.
Fabco Thermal Insulation.
KASTA PLUS ®.
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Our Vision

Our Mission

KST aims to be the first choice in the
market of gypsum boards and
finishing
construction
materials
products in the GCC region by
offering a high-quality memorable
experience to our customers.

To
exceed
our
customer’s
expectations and to seek their
satisfaction via maintaining superior
quality
products,
exceptional
customer service, and ultimate
after-sale services while growing up
as branded cooperation.

Our Values
Integrity.
Trust.
Quality.
Safety.
Teamwork.

Corporate Social Responsibility
KST Group embraces CSR by
respecting
the
environment,
minimizing waste, ensuring the
safety and health of our employees,
providing internship and work
experience
programs,
working
ethically with our customers, and
investing in the community by
supporting
charitable
and
educational events.
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Our Branches
As we grow, our desire to fulfill all the demands of our valuable clients
becomes greater. We have demonstrated our ability, capacity and
acquired the confidence of our respective clients.
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KST Branches Time Line

KST Organizational Chart
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Products
Our in-house stock covers more than 2,000 products in different categories. Our main
component products have the features of Fireproofing for up to 3 hours, heat preventing,
waterproof, moisture-proof, anti-mold and mildew growth, and anti-microbial. They are widely
used in hospitals, offices, schools, movie theaters, supermarkets, departments, and other
buildings as drywall and ceiling materials. According to the test of authorities and lots of
representative projects, our products have already stood out in the same industry worldwide.
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GYPSUM BOARD

Ceiling Facing, Lightweight Partition.

CEILING TILES

Mineral Fiber, Gypsum, Aluminum Ceiling Tiles.

CEMENT BOARD

An environmentally friendly asbestos-free
reinforced Fiber Cement Sheet.

ACCESS PANELS

Custom wall and Ceiling Access Panels.

FLOORING

Raised, Vinyl, Sports Flooring, Carpet Tiles.

JOINT COMPOUND

Ready Mixed Joint Compound, French
Molding Plaster, and Gypsum Powder.

SCREWS

Drywall Screws Kasta Plus.

INSULATIONS

Blanket, Thermal, Fiber Glass Insulations.

FORMICA
PHENOLIC SHEETS

Toilet Cubicles, Cabinet, and Lockers.

DUPONT CORIAN
SOLID SURFACE

Counter Tops.

TECHNICAL
PRODUCTS

All technical products related to building
materials.

BLINDS

Vertical and Horizontal Blinds.

STEEL

Steel Doors.

Gypsum Ceiling

Joint Compound

Cement Board

Insulation

Grid Suspension System

Corian Top

Sports Flooring

Toilet Cubicles

Ceiling Tiles

Ceiling Tiles

Carpet Tiles

Aluminum Blinds

Cabinet (Labs & Toilets)

Screws

Steel Doors

Lockers

Access Panels
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Brands

Mada Gypsum Company was established in 2005 in
Yanbu, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. MGC is a leading
manufacturer of drywall products in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia, and one of the leaders in the MENA
region. By following the strategy of providing highquality products and services with a system-oriented
approach, MGC has quickly established itself as the
market leader in the Saudi market and one of the
leading players in the GCC region. MGC also has a
significant presence in the Levant, Egypt, and Indian
markets. MGC currently has a production capacity of 42
million m2 of plasterboard, 400,000 tons of plasters,
7.5 million m2 of laminated gypsum ceiling tiles, 2
million m2 of cement board, and 9 million m of drywall
profiles. Moreover, MGC has a significant production
capacity of gypsum renders, french molding, french
adhesive, and jointing compound. MGC currently has
the widest product range of any manufacturer in KSA.
MGC has state-of-the-art Gyptech manufacturing
equipment, a world leader in plasterboard equipment,
to produce the best quality plasterboard. Besides, MGC
uses Grelbex and Claudius Peters calcinations to
ensure the best quality of input raw material. In the
field of the metal profile, MGC has a strategic
collaboration with Protektor of Germany to exclusively
produce patented Maxi Tec profiles. In addition, MGC
has a recycling facility for plasterboard to help clients
achieve higher LEEB ratings in projects.
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United Mining Industries is a joint venture of AlMuhaidib, Rashed A. Al-Rashed (RAR), and Al-Moajil,
the three leading companies in the Construction and
Building Materials Industry in GCC. A project aims to
enhance the quality of gypsum products in the local
and regional market and provide efficient and
economical solutions for the shortage in housing
locally and regionally. Having raw material, low
energy cost, and being located in the middle of the
region help to provide building and housing sectors
with non-costly high-quality gypsum products on
short notice. Adding the raw material quarries, the
manufacturing facility in Yanbu-KSA built over an
area of 114,000 M2 to include head office, gypsum
powder plant, gypsum board plant, warehouse and
facility buildings, with a capacity of production of 20
million m2 and can reach up to 40 million m2.

USGBoral Middle East (USGBME) is a Joint venture
between USG Corp – USA (USG), Boral –Australia
(BLD.AX), and Juman Industrial Investment Company Saudi investor in the building materials segment.
Started in Dammam, Saudi Arabia, in 1985, USGBME is
a leading manufacturer of ceiling, interior finishing,
and drywall partitions. USGBME products are supplied
to more than 25 countries through 4 regional
manufacturing plants and a wide network of sales and
technical offices and distributors. USGBME product
range is trusted for use in homes, offices, hospitals,
schools, universities, cinemas, and retail spaces as
well as in many of the world’s most iconic projects.
USG Boral Middle East product's main categories are
acoustical ceiling panels, metal, plasterboards, interior
& exterior finishes. USGBME products, manufactured
in its 3 regional facilities in Saudi Arabia, Qatar, and
Turkey, comply with the industry’s ASTM/EN
standards.
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Saudi Rock Wool Factory (SRWF) is a member of (GIG)
Gulf Insulation Group and a subsidiary of Zamil
Industrial Investment Company (Zamil Industrial). Since
1992, SRWF has engaged in the manufacturing of highquality Rockwool Insulation products catering to the
needs of the building (Residential & Commercial) and
Industrial insulation market in the GCC region. Their
first manufacturing plant was established in 1992 with
the facility of producing Gray Rockwool products and
later Yellow Rockwool products were introduced by
SRWF to cope with the latest technology of Cupola.
Currently, SRWF has two manufacturing facilities in KSA
(Central region) with a combined production capacity
of 65,000 tons per annum. This makes SRWF the
largest manufacturer of Rockwool in the GCC region.
SRWF has expertise in producing a wide range of
Rockwool insulation products like panel/slabs,
blankets, mattresses with wire mesh, pipe sections,
and loose wool.

Fabco Plastic Factory Co. Ltd was established in 1975 in
Dammam, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Situated in the
Eastern Province, Dammam Second Industrial Area under
the management of Salem Balhamer Group of Companies,
Fabco is one of the oldest and respected PVC Pipes and
fittings manufacturing concerns certify by ISO 9001-2008.
Out of Fabco experience in many years in the local and
international market that have made their vision of the
importance of insulation material in the construction
market in recent years and used their ability, experience,
and expertise in the field of industry to enter this
insulation market, Fabco now has the production of
thermal insulation material lines (EPS& XPS) high-quality
product according to US standards and specification of
Arabia SASO, ASTM C-578:2014.
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The "KIMMCO-ISOVER" brand is the result of the joint
venture between Alghanim Industries and SAINT-GOBAIN
in Kuwait Insulating Material Manufacturing Company
S.A.K. (Closed) and Saudi International Insulation
Manufacturing Company.
KIMMCO-ISOVER design,
manufacture and distribute glass wool and stone wool
insulation materials for building and industrial projects
under the combined, KIMMCO-ISOVER brand.
KIMMCO-ISOVER products serve industrial and building
insulation market segments in Saudi Arabia, GCC, Africa,
and Levant countries.
KIMMCO-ISOVER products are made of high-quality stone
wool insulation materials in different shapes (slab, wired
mat, roll, pipe section & loose wool) for all types of
buildings (residential & non-residential) and industrial
facilities. The factory is located in Yanbu, in the western
region of Saudi Arabia. In addition to stone wool
insulation, KIMMCO-ISOVER manufactures and supplies
glass wool insulation from its factory located in Kuwait.

Kasta Plus ® is KST famous brand and it is available for various applications. Khalid Saad offers
Kasta Plus ® tailored to individual customer requirements. Since it was launched in 2017, we are
committed to supplying the best quality products to the market, customers can recognize the
quality through the brand.
Create the best value for our customers
Our products and services are intended to improve the quality of life by providing solutions that
are both innovative and beneficial. Furthermore, we are committed to establishing and
maintaining high standards of environmental systems.
Kasta Plus is a specialist in unique designs and custom-made developed together with our
customers. We stock a large selection of high-quality standardized products for immediate
delivery. Other designs are available on request. Kasta Plus product’s main categories are drywall
screws, access panels, ceiling tiles, and steel profiles.
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Bank References
Our Bank Accounts Details
KSA

Bahrain

AL JAZIRA BANK

ARAB BANK

Account No: 0310-447435-001
Account Name: KHALED SAAD ALOTAIBI
TRADING EST
IBAN: SA71 6000 0000 3104 4743 5001

NCB BANK
Account No: 05760257000100
Account Name: KHALID SAAD ALOTAIBI
TRADING EST
IBAN: SA87 1000 0005 7602 5700 0100

AL RAJHI BANK
Account No: 308608010648862
Account Name: KHALID SAAD AL OTAIBI
TRADING EST
IBAN: SA35 8000 0308 6080 1064 8862

ALINMA BANK
Account No: 02251032498
Account Name: KHALID SAAD AL OTAIBI
TRADING EST
IBAN: SA04 0500 0068 2027 7162 1000
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Account Number: 2005531100510
Account Name: KHALID SAAD TRADING W.L.L
IBAN: BH64 ARAB 0200 5531 1005 10

CONTACTS
Kingdom Of Saudi Arabia

Kingdom of Bahrain

Dammam
Khodariyah, Omer Bin AbdulAzeez Street.
Tel: +966 138373478
e-mail: salesdammam@khalidsaad.com
salesalhassa@khalidsaad.com

Road 3019, Building 1046, Office 35, Manama 330.
Tel: +973 17001360
Fax: +973 17005340
e-mail: salesbahrain@khalidsaad.com
P.O.Box: 65189

Riyadh
Exit 21, AlHair Road.
Tel: +966 582571343
+966 566436880
e-mail: salesriyadh@khalidsaad.com
Khamis Mushait
80th Street, New Industrial Area.
Tel: +966 581350661
e-mail: salesriyadh@khalidsaad.com
Al Ahsa
Mubarraz
Tel: +966 135833496
Al Koot
Tel: +966 135855719
Salehiya
Tel: +966 135815902
Fax: +966 135833495
e-mail: salesalhassa@khalidsaad.com

SCAN TO FIND OUT MORE
www.khalidsaad.com
www.kastaplus.com
info@khalidsaad.com

khalidsaadtrading
khalidsaadtrading
khalidsaadtrade

